Decentralized Identifers v1.0
A DID Update from Rebooting the Web of Trust VI
The Decentralized Identifers specifcation editors and implementers spent some time at Rebooting the Web of
Trust 6 processing the remaining issues in the issue tracker.
This document summarizes the proposed resolutions that the group has put forward to resolve all of the DID
specifcation issues that were submitted before 2018-03-05.
DID SPECIFICATION RWOT6 RESOLUTIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Describe how guardianship and delegation is provided for by Object Capabilities
Use 'proof' instead of 'signature'
DID Documents MUST be fully formed (not in intermediate form)
DID Documents MUST contain an 'id' property
Cryptographic keys MUST contain an 'owner' property
Service endpoints will be defned per DID Reconciliation Draft
DIDs MUST start with 'did:'
References to JOSE/JWS/JWK will be made in Linked Data Proof/Signature/Suite specs, not DID spec
See #38 See #39
DID Documents do not require an encapsulating signature
Authorization best practices will request that developers follow the Object Capability pattern
Add crypto material search algorithm to spec
Allow use of publicKeyAddress instead of URL for Ethereum Use Cases
Spec will explain graph data model approach
Cryptographic Suites will be non-normative, but explained in examples
Biometrics will be pseudonymous and no material will be on blockchain
Revoked keys will be allowed in DID Document
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NEXT STEPS
The group expects that work will continue during the W3C Credentials Community Group meetings over the next
several months, with a plan to take the specifcation on the W3C Standards track by Q4 2018. The following work
items will be needed to progress onto the W3C Standards track:
•
•
•
•
•

DID Primer for W3C Members
W3C DID Working Group Charter Proposal
DID Use Cases (focus on 3-5 use cases)
DID Specifcation
Test Suite for DID Specifcation

ADDITIONAL CREDITS
Updates: Manu Sporny

About Rebooting the Web of Trust
This paper was produced as part of the Rebooting the Web of Trust VI design workshop. On March 6th to 8th,
2018, over 40 tech visionaries came together in Santa Barbara, California to talk about the future of decentralized
trust on the internet with the goal of writing 3-5 white papers and specs. This is one of them.
Named Sponsors List: Sovrin Foundation, PTB Holdings
Workshop Credits: Christopher Allen (Founder), Joe Andrieu, PMP (Producer and Facilitator), Shannon
Appelcline (Editor), Erica Connell (Event Coordinator), Claire Rumore (Graphical Recorder), and The Narrative
Loft (Venue)
Thanks to our other contributors and sponsors!
What’s Next?
The design workshop and this paper are just starting points for Rebooting the Web of Trust. If you have any
comments, thoughts, or expansions on this paper, please post them to our GitHub issues page:
https://github.com/WebOfTrustInfo/rebooting-the-web-of-trust-spring2018/issues
The next Rebooting the Web of Trust design workshop is scheduled for for Fall 2018. If you’d like to be involved
or would like to help sponsor these events, email:
ChristopherA@LifeWithAlacrity.com
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